
Working well means  
secure working for 
everyone, everywhere.
 
Using the right technology, securely, enables collaboration  
with confidence – keeping everyone on the same page.

In a 2022 study, 57% of 1,200 security professionals said over half of their  
company’s workforce works remotely at least two days a week1.

Being able to work 
remotely is attractive.

Keeping the  
business secure.

It’s hard to keep everyone 
on the same page safely. 

of enterprise workers said 
they’d switch jobs for the 
option to work remotely3.

of data breaches still involve 
human error4.

of employees working  
remotely took shortcuts  

with security5.

IT leaders are at the heart of working well.

$1.76m
on data breach costs in 2021 saved by businesses  

with an established Zero Trust strategy6.

Streamline workflows with digital tools.

of business decision-makers  
we spoke to believe improving  

and streamlining digital  
document processes is critical 

or very important7.

the return on investment  
Adobe Acrobat Sign can offer  

to businesses.8. 

Our findings show an efficiency gain of 48% when e-signature and document  
processes are connected to tools people use every day, such as Microsoft 365  

and Microsoft Teams9.

of employees said that greater flexibility  
improves their productivity and efficiency2.
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Acrobat brings teams together. We get everyone on the same page, even when they’re apart.  
This all-in-one solution enables secure, smart collaboration, and empowers individuals  

to work from anywhere and everywhere.

Secure today, secure tomorrow.

Link to the whitepaper.

Find out more

https://www.adobe.com/uk/documentcloud/business/reports/adobe-acrobat-secure-working.html

